[Principle of asynchronism of the working cycles of analogous structures].
Electron-radioautographic investigations of the RNA synthesis were carried out in hepatocytes of intact and poisoned with CCl4 mice, fibroblasts of the granular tissue, and in neurons of the parietal region of the cerebral cortex of intact animals. Experimental mice were injected uridine-5H3. It was noted that the analogous structures differed from each other as to their appearance and to the number of argentum grains above them. These differences appearently were due to the fact that at the moment of fixation of the material these structures were at different phases of the working cycle. Owing to nonsimultaneity of the work of the structural elements optimal conditions for their physiological regeneration and adaptive variations in the functional activity of organs were ensured and a harmony in the interrelationships between various organs and between the organism as a whole and the environment were achieved.